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Preface

Early in the eighteenth century, Joseph Addison, probably the most influential
journalist and cultural commentator of his age, dedicated eighteen issues of The
Spectator, the journal he co-authored, to guiding a wide readership towards a more
informed and enthusiastic appreciation of Paradise Lost. H e did so knowing that
there existed already a substantial readership for Milton and believing that it needed
encouragement, education and a kind of aesthetic reassurance. Milton was already
the subject of academic enquiry and sustained popularization in the form of annotated
editions of his poetry and critical narratives about his life. Addison’s project
reflected his own political and cultural agenda. A Whig eager to pass over his party’s
remoter connections with mid-seventeenth-century republicanism, Addison offered
to his readers a depoliticized Milton to be appreciated, according to the canons
of Augustan neoclassicism, as a vernacular writer who aspired to match classical
masters, pre-eminently Virgil and Homer, and who sometimes succeeded in that
high ambition.
In sharp contrast, this collection appears at a time when Milton’s standing with a
wide readership appears altogether more insecure. From colleagues in the United
States, I hear frequently rehearsed anxieties about the future of early modern literary
studies in universities responsive to students’ preferences for a literature that speaks
directly to their own experience in the language of today. In the British context,
changes in school curricula and increased levels of optionality in first degree programmes make it possible to graduate from many institutions with little familiarity
with earlier literature apart from Shakespeare. Yet the academic study of Milton has
never been healthier. Historically informed interpretation is refreshed by significant
developments in early modern historiography that are recharting the history of the
early Stuart church, the origins of the English Civil War, and the informing philosophies of English republicanism. Milton’s own theology and its place in radical
Protestantism are under investigation with a new precision. Major critical movements
of the final quarter of the twentieth century, such as feminist criticism, cultural
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materialism and genre theory, remain vital and productive components in an array of
methodologies that also reflects ecological awareness, postcolonialism and Habermasian neo-Marxism. There have been four new and important editions of Milton’s
works since 1997. Academic associations for Milton studies flourish in Japan and
Korea, and support programmes of conferences and seminars. The Milton Society of
America has well over 500 members. There are thriving and prestigious research
seminars in North America and the United Kingdom. The International Milton
Symposium will hold its seventh meeting in 2002. The vital signs for Milton studies,
at research level, are very encouraging.
The primary objective of this volume is to bring an awareness of that academic
vigour to a wider readership and, in so doing, to promote and stimulate the study and
enjoyment of a rich, profound, diverse and fascinating ceuvre. But the collection
neither simplifies nor ignores the controversial nature of contemporary Milton criticism. Readers will discern that different contributors take rather different views on a
number of key issues. For a decade now there has been some dispute about the place of
De Doctrina Christiana, a Latin exegetical treatise, within the canon of Milton’s works.
Within this collection, there are those who regard it fairly straightforwardly as
Miltonic, and accordingly available as a kind of explicit account of views more
obliquely expressed, for example, in Paradise Lost. Others treat it more sceptically,
regarding its status as genuinely uncertain. Again, the nature of seventeenth-century
republicanism, particularly in its intellectual origins and its earliest history in the
constitutional crises of the 1620s, emerges as a keenly disputed issue with profound
implications for the understanding of Milton’s political prose; and sharp disagreements surround the aetiology of his radical Protestantism. Where appropriate, this
volume aims to define problems rather than to offer premature syntheses and the facile
resolution of issues that in reality remain unresolved.
I have endeavoured to give a platform to some of the most distinctive and
influential voices in contemporary Milton studies. Scholars have been asked, not to
offer a bland overview of a critical tradition, but to develop readings that express the
freshness and originality of their own approaches. The ‘companionship’ this collection
is designed to offer is not one of condescending reassurance but rather an invitation to
join in challenging forays to the edge of what is known about early modern literary
culture and Milton’s place in it. Addison’s project sought to equip readers aspiring
towards cultural respectability with a unified and confident account of Milton as
England’s national poet and laureate of Anglican Protestantism. This collection, in its
critical pluralism, expresses the controversial, questioning, and vital characteristics of
Milton studies in our own age.
I should like to thank Andrew McNeillie, who commissioned this collection and
supported and encouraged it throughout, Alison Dunnett, who saw it through to
publication with tact and energy, and Gillian Bromley, for her meticulous and
constructive work as copy-editor. I am grateful to my contributors for responding
promptly and constructively to suggestions and queries. Not for the first time on a
major project, my greatest debt is to Linda Jones, research administrator of the
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Department of English, University of Wales, Bangor, who has done so much to bring
the work to completion.
Thomas N. Corns
University of Wales, Bangor
August 2000
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Milton shows a constant concern with form, with genre, to a degree remarkable
even in his genre-conscious era. Among the first questions to ask about any of
his poems are what conventions he embraced and what freight of shared cultural
significances he took on by casting a poem in a particular genre. In poem after poem
he achieves high art from the tension between his immense imaginative energy and
the discipline of form. Yet he is never a mere follower of convention and neoclassical
rules: his poems gain much of their power from his daring mixtures of generic
elements and from radical transformations that disrupt and challenge reader expectation.
In 1642, in the preface to the Second Book of The Reason of Church-Government,
Milton provided his most extended comment on poetry and poetics. Among other
topics, he points to some of the literary genres he hopes to attempt, offering an
important insight into his ideas about and ways with genre:
Time servs not now, and perhaps I might seem too profuse to give any certain account of
what the mind at home in the spacious circuits of her musing hath liberty to propose to
her self, though of highest hope, and hardest attempting, whether that Epick form
whereof the two poems of Homer, and those other two of Virgil and Tasso are a diffuse,
and the book ofJob a brief model: or whether the rules of Arirtotle herein are strictly to
be kept, or nature to be follow’d . . . Or whether those Dramatick constitutions, wherein
Sophocles and Ezripides raigne shall be found more doctrinal and exemplary to a Nation,
the Scripture also affords us a divine pastoral Drama in the Song of Salomon consisting of
two persons and a double Chorzs, as Origen rightly judges. And the Apocalyps of Saint
John is the majestick image of a high and stately Tragedy, shutting up and intermingling her solemn Scenes and Acts with a sevenfold Chwzs of halleluja’s and harping
symphonies: . . . Or if occasion shall lead to imitat those magnifick Odes and Hymns
wherein Pindarzs and Callimachzs are in most things worthy, some others in their frame
judicious, in their matter most an end faulty: But those frequent songs throughout the
law and prophets beyond all these, not in their divine argument alone, but in the very
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Bavbava K. Lewalski
critical art of composition may be easily made appear over all the kinds of Lyrick poesy,
to be incomparable. (CPW I: 812-16)

Much as the Renaissance Italian critic Minturno did (Minturno 1559: 3), Milton
thought in terms of three general categories or ‘parts’ of poetry - epic, dramatic, lyric
- and within each of these categories he identified certain historical genres or ‘kinds’
(the Renaissance term). Here he mentions ‘diffuse’ and ‘brief‘ epic, pastoral dramas
and tragedies, odes and hymns. Renaissance theorists and poets also recognized many
other kinds, identified by a mix of formal and thematic elements, conventions and
topics: metre, structure, size, scale, subject, values, occasion, style and more (Fowler
1982: 1-74). Milton’s reference to ‘pastoral’ drama in the passage quoted calls
attention to the category of literary modes - what Sidney in The Defence of Poesie
called ‘species’ and defined chiefly by tone, topics and affect: e.g. pastoral, satiric,
comedic, heroic, elegiac (Sidney 1595, sigs C2’, E3”-F1’). These modes may govern
works or parts of works in several kinds: we might have a pastoral comedy, or pastoral
eclogue, or pastoral song; or a satiric verse epistle, or epigram, or novel. Also, Milton
links biblical with classical models - Homer and Job for epic, Sophocles and the
Apocalypse for tragedy, Pindar and the Psalms for the high lyric - indicating his sense
of the Bible as a compendium of literary genres and poetic art. His final comment
privileging biblical lyric over all other lyric poetry not only for truth but also for art
assumes a Platonic union of truth and beauty.
Renaissance poets and critics often repeated the Horatian formula for the purpose of
poetry, to teach and delight, and Sidney added to these aims the function of rhetoric,
to move. Milton was thinking in these terms as he debated with himself whether epic
or tragedy might be more ‘doctrinal and exemplary’ to the nation. But Milton’s poetic
teaching is not a matter of urging a message or doctrine: it involves representing
human life and human values in all their complexity, in a richly imagined poetic
universe. Genre is a major element in that representation, for genres afford, in Rosalie
Colie’s terms, a series of frames or fixes upon the world (Colie 1973: vii), transmitting
the culture’s shared imaginative experience. By his virtuoso use of the literary genre
system, and especially by his characteristic mixture of generic elements in most of
his poems, Milton can invite his readers to weigh and consider the values the several
kinds have come to embody, and to make discriminating choices (Lewalski 1985:
17-24).
During Milton’s earlier career, genres associated with and promoted by the Caroline
court took on special political and cultural import. Court masques and pastoral dramas
mystified the virtue, power and benevolence of Charles I and Henrietta Maria. Cavalier
poets associated with the court wrote witty, sophisticated, playful love lyrics imbued
with the fashionable neoplatonism and pastoralism or treated cavpe diem themes with a
light-hearted licentiousness. Other common royalist kinds were panegyrics on members of the royal family and their celebratory occasions, and religious poems treating
the ‘high church’ rituals, feasts, ceremonies and arts promoted by Archbishop Laud.
During the period of the Commonwealth and Protectorate (1649-60), royalists in

